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ABSTRACT.  Various results are given describing the product of two

H-classes in an arbitrary semigroup in terms of groups and homomorphisms.

1. It is known that in an arbitrary semigroup S the relation H of Green need

not be a congruence: the product HK of two tf-classes H and K is usually spread

out between several H-classes. Our main results give a fairly precise description of

the set HK and the multiplication H x K —*■ HK.

This is achieved by the first four of our five main theorems. Let {Rj)¡e¡,

0\)\ga he the families of all R- and L-classes which intersect HK. The first

main theorem gives a partition of H into sets {Bj)iBI (and a partition of K into

sets (YX)XBA) indexed so that a product ax (a G H, x G K) lies in R¡ (in Z,A)

if and only if a G B¡ (x G Yx); and these are the orbits in H (inK) under the

action of a common subgroup G* of the right Schiitzenberger group G*(H) of H

(a common subgroup Gx of G(K)). In particular each H¡x = R¡ n LK intersects

AX, with AX f) HiX = B,YX.

The second main theorem goes further in describing BjYK and the multi-

plication B¡ x Yx —*■ B¡YX, by giving finer partitions (Cj)j(Ej, (ZJ^m of if, K

with the following properties: the sets CjZß with C- Ç B¡, Zß ç Yx form a par-

tition of B¡Yk; CjX = CZp = aZß whenever a G C¡, x G ZM; the sets C¡ are the

orbits in H under the action of a common subgroup G* Ç G* of G*(H) (which

does not depend on i, X), and dually for the sets Z .

The third main theorem investigates the relationship between the groups

G\ Ç G*x Ç G*(H), G2ÇGXÇ G(K) and the common Schiitzenberger group

G of all HiX (as obtained in [8]), by providing homomorphisms T: G* —» G,

A: Gx —*■ G such that Ker T Ç G\, Ker ACG2 and TG% = AG2 = rG\* n AGX.

This is in turn used in the fourth main theorem to show that, up to bijections,

the multiplication of B¡ and YK into B¡YK can be described by the multiplication

of Gx and Gx into (rGJ) (AGX), and to describe the equivalence relation in-

duced by H x K —> HK as follows: if a, b EH and x, y G K, so that b = a • ft,
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x = g • y with g G G(K), h G G*(H), then ax = by if and only if £ G G2, h G G|

[which is clear by the second main theorem] and TA = Ag.

These four theorems are supported by a number of other results. In par-

ticular, the fifth main theorem states that groups and homomorphisms with all

the properties in the third main theorem can be realized from a product of H-

classes in some semigroup; this is shown by a rather complicated example, and

implies that no additional properties can be obtained for these groups and homo-

morphisms in general.

2. These results go somewhat further than the previously published studies

of multiplicative behavior of H, a subject whose importance for semigroup theory

is apparent from the repeated use throughout the theory of the Miller-Clifford

theorem, or from the arisal out of one key multiplicative lemma of the Petrich

representation [12] and the Schiitzenberger representation (see [6]). Although

the general behavior is significantly more complex, the author feels his results

should have been obtained some years ago. The literature contains two attempts

in this direction. Of particular significance to the author are the results of Bastida

[1] » [2], [3], whose reading inspired this paper and its original proofs. These

give a fairly detailed study of the product Hx of an f/-class by one element; [1]

studies one intersection Hx n F (with K an ff-class), its preimage in H, and the

left Schiitzenberger groups of these two sets; [2] shows how these depend on K

and contains part of our first two main theorems; [3] has examples and a small

part of our last main theorem. The concept of a coset is implicit in [1], but its

two-sidedness is necessary to go further. The sets considered by Bastida are also

used in our proofs, in particular for the last two main theorems. The other paper

of general interest is [5], where Butler uses yet another method to study Hx

(essentially, the third decomposition in §3 below); the editor's note appended to

[5] is a clear forerunner of the methods used here. Otherwise, good behavior for

H was noted in full transformation semigroups by Kim [10], but Butler [4]

showed it does not happen in general (so, of course, does our last main theorem).

3. The paper is organized as follows. The necessary basic concepts for

what follows are given in § 1. This includes basic properties of cosets (recalled

from [7]); some general facts about coset decompositions, including a remark

due to Professor Clifford which led to considerable simplification in the proofs of

the main theorems; and a general treatment of the Bastida sets and homomor-

phism, completed by a right-sided analogue of the Bastida homomorphism, which

later gives rise to the maps T, A in the third main theorem.  §2 then proves the

first two main theorems, which are fairly straightforward, while the next two are

proved in §3, together with a weaker version which does not depend in [8] and

is of some interest in itself. The sets which appear in these theorems occur nat-

urally as left cosets (as defined in [7]), and it is of great importance in this ap-
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proach that they also have right Schiitzenberger groups.

The rest of the paper supports the main theory with a number of other

results. It would seem more natural at the start to use G(H), G*(K) rather than

G*(H), G(K); this approach is used in §4, but is necessarily of limited interest

since the main theorems cannot be easily expressed in terms of the left action of

the Schiitzenberger group of H and dually for K. The fifth main theorem is

proved in §5 by the construction of an example which consists of two maximal

subgroups that multiply into a rectangular group, plus whatever additional elements

are necessary to obtain a semigroup. The last section deals with the finite case:

Lagrange's theorem implies that in this case there are a number of divisibility

relationships between the orders of the various sets which appear in the main

theorems (already a concern in [5]); this raises the fascinating possibility that

the same arguments from elementary number theory, that are so useful in finite

group theory, can be used for semigroups too, provided one is willing to disregard

the order of 5, which is not of high significance in general (but see e.g. [13]), and

instead begin with properties of fi-classes, which in many ways have a much

greater similarity with the group case.

4. The notation is generally as in [6], to which the reader is referred for

all unexplained terminology, except that we have left Schiitzenberger groups act

on the left rather than on the right. All families under consideration are impli-

citly assumed to be faithfully indexed (i.e. when we consider (Pa)aBA then Pa =

Pß implies a = ß). The two H-classes denoted by H and K in this introduction

are thereafter called A and X.

The results of this paper have been announced under the same title in a

short paper (Semigroup Forum 8 (1974), 74-81).

1. Cosets and Schiitzenberger groups.

1. A coset of a semigroup S is a nonempty subset C of S which is contained

in a single fZ-class and satisfies:

(C) uES1,uCnC¥=0 implies uC Ç C.

It is shown in [7] that (C) is then equivalent to its dual:

(C*) uES1,CunC*0 implies CuCC,

so that the definition is self-dual. (More general one-sided definitions are given

in [7].) Green's Lemma easily implies that every f/-class H of S is a coset; if

conversely H isa maximal subgroup of S (for instance, if S = H is a group), the

cosets of S contained in H ate precisely the cosets of the group H in the usual

sense, whence the terminology.

Any coset C of S gives rise to a simply transitive group G(C) of bijections

of C, which can be defined in two equivalent ways as follows. First one may

consider the submonoid T(C) = {u GS1; uCÇ Q of S1, noting that, by (C),
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u G T(C) «=> uC n C Ï0; this acts on the set C by left multiplication,

with u, v G 71(C) equiacting if and only if ua = wz for all a G C, equivalently

(since all elements of C are R equivalent) if and only if ua = va for one a EC.

We write this relation as u = v; it is a congruence on T(C). In what follows it is

convenient to avoid selecting one particular group (7(C), and hence we define

G(C) as any group together with a surjective homomorphism it: T(C) —> G(C)

which induces on 7(C) precisely the congruence = [that G(C) is a group actually

follows from this condition] ; then a left action of G(C) on C is well defined by:

n(u) • c = uc for all u G T(C), c G C; and it is a simply transitive action. This

defines G(C) up to action-preserving isomorphism.   [Some parts of what follows

would become hopelessly confusing if we followed the very elegant presentation

in [9], namely G(C) = T(C)/=; defining G(C) as a group of bijections of C, as

in [6], is not particularly advantageous.]

When applied to an H-class H, the above evidently yields the left Schiitzen-

berger group of H; hence we call G(C) the left Schiitzenberger group of C.  If H

is the f/-class containing C, then G(C) can be recovered from G(H) through the

action-preserving injection G(C) —+ G(H) induced by the inclusion T(C) —►

T(H); or, one may always select for G(C) the subgroup {g G G(H); g • CÇC] =

{g G (7(F); g • C n C ¥= 0} of (7(F). This is shown in [7] ; the two definitions
are also given and compared in [11].

This alternate definition of (7(C) yields an equivalent definition of a coset,

as a nonempty subset C of an H-class H such that:

(C') C = K • a for some a EH and some subgroup K of G(H). In this

condition, a can be any element of C, but K is unique; namely K = G(C)

[CG(H)] = {geG(H);g'CCC}.

Dually, every coset C gives rise to a right Schiitzenberger group G*(C); this

is any group together with a surjective homomorphism n* of T*(Q = {« G Sx ;

CuÇC] to G*(Q which induces on T*(C) the congruence =: u = v <=è* au = av

for all a G C.  A simply transitive right action of G*(C) on C is then well defined

by: c • 7T*(«) = a/ for all c G C and u G r*(C). The actions of G(C) and (7*(C)

commute, i.e. g • {c - g') = ig • c) - g fox aWc EC, g E G(C), g' G G*(C);

hence g • c ' g' may be written without parentheses.

This in turn implies that the groups G(C), G*(C) axe always isomorphic: an

isomorphism ec: G(C) —+ G*(C), g \-* g° is defined for each c E C by: g • c =

c • g°.  [Had the two groups been made to act on the same side, as in [6], this

would be an anti-isomorphism.]   Unlike the other isomorphisms discussed below,

ec is not canonical and in general depends on the choice of c.

2. A left coset decomposition of an H-class F is a partition of H into co-

sets which all have the same left Schiitzenberger group in (7(F); equivalently, it

is a partition of H into all subsets of the form K • a (a E H), with K a given
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subgroup of G(H)  [= the partition of H into orbits under the action of some

K < G(H)]. Right coset decompositions of H ate defined dually. Although in

each case H is partitioned into cosets the case of a group shows that the two

concepts are not equivalent; the reader will easily verify that a left coset decom-

position of H is also a right coset decomposition if and only if the corresponding

subgroup K of G(H) is a normal subgroup of G(H).

Left (or right) coset decompositions are a basic tool in what follows, and

so is the following characterization, observed by Professor Clifford (see introduc-

tion):

Proposition 1.1 (Clifford). Let ~ be an equivalence relation on an

H-class H.  Then ~ partitions H to a left coset decomposition if and only if

a~b implies au ~ bu'for all u G T*(H).

Proof. First assume that the —classes do form a left coset decomposition

of H, so that there is a subgroup K of G(H) such that the ~-class of a G H is

K ' a for all a. If a ~ b, then b EK • a, hence b 'gEK-a-g for z&gE

G*(H); with g = ti*(u) this yields au ~ bu.

Conversely, assume that a ~ b implies au ~ bu for all « G T*(H). Let C

be a class modulo ~. If m G S1 and Cu nC¥= 0, then au EC for some a EC,

and also u E T*(H); for any c E C, c ~ a then implies cu~ auEC and cuEC;

thus, Cu ç C. Thus every —class satisfies (C*) and thus is a coset. Now let C,

C' be any two ~-classes. By (C') we can write C = K • a, C' = K' • b for some

a,bEH (actually, a E C, b G C') and subgroups K, K' of G(H). UkEK, then

k • a ~ a; by the hypothesis, this implies k'a'g~a'gfoia11gE G*(H) and

hence k • c ~ c for all c E C'\ thus k • C' Ç C' and therefore k E K'. Thus

K Ç K' and by symmetry K = K'.   D

3. We now investigate homomorphisms that naturally arise between Schiitzen-

berger groups of different cosets.

First let C, D he cosets and assume Cr Ç D for some rES1. It is easy to

show (see [7] ) that this implies T(C) ç Tip), and that this inclusion induces a

homomorphism y = t¿>£: G(C) —*■ G(D). Thus ̂ Orc(u)) = itD(u) for all « G

TiP) Ç T{D); y depends only on C, D (and not on r). We call tp an associativity

homomorphism because of its further property <pg • cr = ig • c)r whenever g G

G(C), c EC, Cr CD.

These associativity homomorphisms compose: <¿>£ is the identity on G(C),

and <pß<Pn = <p£ whenever Cr Ç D, Ds ÇE for some r, s G S1. In particular, if

C, D ate cosets and Cr ç D, £>s Ç Cfor some r.seS1, then <¿£ and ^ are

mutually inverse isomorphisms (so that G(C) = G(D)). For instance, this is often

used to identify the left Schiitzenberger groups of two R-equivalent H-classes; it

also has an indirect bearing on 1.1 since the inclusion K Ç K' in that proof is
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readily seen to be an associativity homomorphism.

Dually,if C,Dare cosets and rCCD for some r GSx, then T*(C) ç T*(D)

and there is a canonical homomorphism ty = ^£: G*(C) —+ G*(D) such that

vV(7rJ(u)) = 7r£(K) for all m G T*(C) Ç T*{D) and re ' \¡/g = r{c • ¿) whenever

# G G*{C), cEC, Cr CD.  These homomorphisms also compose. Hence if C, £>

are cosets such that rCÇD.sDÇC for some r.sES1, then G*(C) s G*(D)

canonically (via t//£, i/ic)-

The remaining definitions and results are taken from [1] (except for the

immediate generalization to cosets). Let r G S1 and C, D be cosets such that

CrC\D¥=0. The Bastida sets of C, D, r are:

A=ACnD=D''Cr={cEC;crED}

B=BQr.D = CrnD   (=Ar).

It is immediate that Ar = F and that A, B ¥" 0. The following result is not

stated in that form in [1], but its proof is a basic argument in [1] used in con-

structing the groups G{A), G{B).

Proposition 1.2. Let C, D be cosets and rES1 be such that CrC\D±0.

Then Ac r;D and Bc r.D are cosets.

Proof.  It suffices to show that A = Ac r.D ç C and B = Bc nD ç D

satisfy (C). Assume uA n A =£ 0, say ua E A for some aEA.  Then a.uaEC,

ar, uar G D, whence u G T{C), u E T{D). For any a G A, we have a E C,

a'r G D, so that ua' E C, uar G ¿J and hence ua E A. Therefore uAÇA.

Assume uB Ct B ^ 0, say ub E B fox some b EB.  Then b.ubED and

there exist a.a'EA such that b = ar, ub = aV.  Since A is a coset, there exists

u G T(A) with a' = va; as in the first part of the proof, we also have v G T(C),

v E T(D); furthermore vb = var= a'r = ub. Now take any b' E B.  Since D is a

coset and b, b' ED, we have b' = bt for some t ES1 and hence vb = ub implies

vb' = ub'. But vb' G vCr Ç Cr and vb' EvDÇD since v G T(C), T(D). There-

fore ub' = wè' G F. Thus uB Ç B. D Incidentally we have shown that for each

u E T(B) there is some v G T(A) such that ui = ub for all ô G F.

The Bastida homomorphism y = 7C r.D: G(4) —► G(F) is simply the as-

sociativity homomorphism ip¡¡ whose existence is insured by Ar = B.  The remark

which follows the proof of 1.2 shows that:

Proposition 1.3. yc r;D is surjective whenever defined.  D

In what follows we will also need the groups G*(/4), G*(B) and a right-

sided analogue of 7. We note that in the proof of 1.2, which is essentially the

original proof in [1], we established (C) for A and F; we then know from [7]

that (C*) also holds, but there seems to be no immediate way to prove it directly.
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This undoubtedly explains why G*(A), G*(B) ate not considered in [1] (and our

main results were not obtained there).

Compositions of 7 and e's yield many surjective homomorphisms G*(A) =

G(A) —*■ G(B) =" G*(B). That one of these is canonical is rather more surprising:

Proposition 1.4. Let C, D, r, A, B, y be as above.  There is a canonical

surjective homomorphism y*: G*(A) —► G*(B) such that ar • y*h = y(ha) • or =

(a • h)r for all a E A, ft G G*(A).

Proof. First note that (a • h)r = (ha • a)r = y(ha) • ar = ar • (y(ha)f

for all a G A, ft G G*(A). We show that (7(fta))"r does not depend on a. For

any c E A, we have c = g • a for some g E G(A) and

cr • (y(hc))cr = (c • h)r = (g • a • h)r = yg • (a • ft)r

= yg-ar- (y(h"))ar = (g • a)r - (y(ha))ar = cr • (y(fta))ar,

which implies (y(hc))cr = (y(h"))ar. We define a mapping 7*: G*(A) -» G*(5)

by 7*A = (7(ftfl))ar; this satisfies the last condition in the statement. Since the

definition is independent on a, we can for all g, ft G G*(/l) calculate

ar • 7*(gft) = (a • £ft)r = ((a • g) • ft)r = (a • #)r • 7*ft = ar • 7*£ • 7*ft,

which implies y*(gh) = (7*g)(7*ft), i.e. 7* is a homomorphism. That 7* is sur-

jective follows from 1.3 and ar • 7*A = 7(fta) • ar. O

The map 7* is basically one of the commutation mappings « in [7]. In

general these mappings fail to be canonical and may also fail to be homomorphisms.

The dual Bastida sets and homomorphisms arise from cosets C, D and rES1

such that rC n D ± 0. They will be denoted by A*C.D = {cEQrcE D},

Kc-,d =rCC)D = rA*, 8*C.D: G*(A*) -» G*(B*) and 5rC;D: G(A*) -*

G(B*); there S * is the associativity homomorphism and 5 the commutation map

(5£ • ra = r(g • a) for all a G A*, g E G(A*)).

2. The first two main theorems.

1. In this and the following sections A and X denote two given ff-classes of

a semigroup S. We also denote by (Rj)ier ^d (¿x)\eA the family of all R- and

L-classes, respectively, which intersect the product AX. Since R is a left congru-

ence and L a right congruence, AX is contained in a single P-class, and hence

H¡K = R¡ n LK is an ff-class for all 1, X.  [There may be other ff-classes in our

P-class, but they cannot intersect AX. On the other hand, the first main theorem

will show that every HiK does meet AX.]   In this section we study how AX is

spread between the various HiK and investigate the sets AX n HiX.

2. For each xES (e.g. x E X) we let ~x be the equivalence relation on A

defined by: a ~x b *=> ax R bx.
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Lemma 2.1. When x R y, ~x = ~    Ifx E X and C is a class modulo

~x, then CX is contained in a single R-class, and this yields a bijection between

~x-classes and the R-classes which intersect AX.

Proof.  Assume y =■ xr, x - ys (where r, s G Sx). Since L is a right con-

gruence, Ax and Ay axe contained in single Í.-classes L, L\ respectively. By

Green's Lemma, right multiplication by r is an R-class preserving bijection of L

onto L'. Hence a ~x b, i.e. ax R bx implies ay = axr R ax R bx R bxr = by,

i.e. a ~y b; by symmetry, ~x = ~ .

Now assume xEXand let Cbe a class modulo ~x; pick cEC.  Since R is

a left congruence, cX is contained in a single R-class F. When y EX, cy ER;

since C is also a ~-class, we see that Cy CR. This proves CX Ç R. To each

~x-class C we may then assign the R-class which contains CX (and hence inter-

sects AX). If two classes C and C' go to the same R-class F, then a EC and

b EC' axe such that œc R Z>jc; therefore C = C'. If conversely F is an R-class

which meets AX, then it contains some product ax and hence corresponds to

the class of a.  D

Since R is a left congruence, it is evident that a ~x b implies ua ~x ub for

all m G T(A). Hence ~x induces on A a right coset decomposition, by 1.1. This

decomposition does not depend on the choice of x in X (in fact, 2.1 shows that

it depends solely on A and the R-class of X); we call it the first decomposition

of A.  It also follows from 2.1 that the cosets in the first decomposition of A

correspond bijectively to the R-classes (F,),^/ which meet AX; hence they can

be written as a family {B¡)¡BI indexed by I in such a way that B¡X Ç R. for all

i G I.  Note that in fact B¡X = AX n R¡ since the Ff's are pairwise disjoint. Be-

cause we have a right coset decomposition, the subgroup G*(B¡) of G*(A) does

not depend on /'; it will be hereafter denoted by G* ; it depends only on A and

the R-class of X.

Dually, there is a left coset decomposition of X, the first decomposition of

X, into cosets which can be written as a family {Yx\eA in such a way that

AYK C LK for all X G A (actually, AYX = AX D Lx). The subgroup G(YX) of

G{X) does not depend on X; it depends only on X and the [.-class of A; it is

hereafter denoted by Gj.

We note that B¡YX Ç HiX; actually, B¡YX =AXn HiX since the HiX's axe

pairwise disjoint. We state the results obtained so fer as

Theorem 2.2 (First Main Theorem). There exists a subgroup GJ of

G*{A), which depends only on A and the R-class ofX, and a subgroup Gx of

G{X), which depends only on X and the L-class of A, such that the orbits under

GJ {under Gx) correspond bijectively to the R-classes (L-cksses) which intersect
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AX. IfB¡, Yx are the orbits corresponding to R¡, Lx, then B¡X = AX n R¡, AYX

= AXC\Lx,BiYx=AXr\HiX. D

Some corollaries are:

Corollary 2.3. Every HiX intersects AX. D

Corollary 2.4. Facft R¡ intersects every Ax (x G X), with Ax r\R¡ =

B¡x; each Lx intersects every aX (aE A), with aX C\Lx=aYx; B¡x = Ax n HiX,

aYx = aXr\ HiX when a E B¡, xEB¡,xE Yx.

Proof. When x E X, a E A, thenaxER( «=> a G B¡, ax G Lx <=>

xEYx. a

3. This last corollary suggests that we investigate the sets Bpc, aYx mote

closely, and this will lead us to the second main theorem.

Lemma 2.5. The sets B¡x (x E Yx) form a partition ofBjYx and are part

of a left coset decomposition ofHiX.  The sets aYx (a E Bj) form a partition of

B¡ Yx and are part of a right coset decomposition ofHiX. Furthermore each B¡x

(x E Yx) intersects every aYx {aE Bj).

Proof.  First note that B¡x = AxF\ HiX is a Bastida set BA X.H   and

hence a coset, by 1.2. Now take x, y E Yx; in particular, y = xr fot some

r E S1. When g = it(u) E G(Bpc) Ç G{X), i.e. uBpc = g • Bpc Ç B¡x, then uB¡y

= uB¡xr Ç B¡xr = Bty and hence g G G(B¡y); thus G(B¡x) Ç G(B¡y) and, by

symmetry, G(B¡x) = G(B¡y). Therefore the sets B¡x (x G Yx) ate part of a

left coset decomposition ofHiX; in particular they are pairwise disjoint, i.e. B¡x

O B¡y =£ 0 implies B¡x = B¡y (though not x = y), and hence constitute a parti-

tion of BjYx. The second part of the statement is dual, and the last part is im-

mediate since a G B¡, x EYX implies ax G B¡x n aYx. O

We now pull back to A and X the partitions of BjYx obtained in 2.5. De-

fine an equivalence relation ~ on A by a ~ b <=* aX = bX.

Lemma 2.6. For each X G A, aX = bX •*=> aYx = bYx. Furthermore ~

depends only on A and the R-class ofX.

Proof. If aX = bX then aX, bX lie in the same R-class and hence a, b

belong to the same set B¡, furthermore aYx = aX D HiX = bXC\ HiX = bYx for

all X. Conversely, assume aYx = bYx for some X. For any u G A, we can pick

x E Yx, y E Yß and have y = xr for some rES1; noting r G T*(X), let g =

jr£(r). Then Y^ = Gx • y = Gx • x • g=Yx' g= Yxr, therefore aYß = aYxr

= bYxr = bYß. Thus aYß = bYß for all p. and hence aX = bX.  Finally, aX =

bX implies aXr = bXr for all r E S1 ; in particular, aY = bY for every r/-class Y

which is R-equivalent to X.   D
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It is clear that a ~ b i.e. aX = bX, implies ua ~ ub for all u G T(A). Hence

1.1 implies that ~ induces a right coset decomposition of A.   We call it the

second decomposition of A; by 2.6, it depends only on A and the R-class of X.

In view of 2.6 it can also be defined by aYx = bYx and is then independent of

X. We just saw that, when aX = bX then a, ¿> must lie in the same set B¡; hence

the second decomposition is finer than the first decomposition. The cosets in

the second decomposition of A will be denoted by (Cy)/£/, each is contained in

a single set B¡. The subgroup G*{Cj) of G%4) does not depend on/, since we

have a right coset decomposition, and will be denoted by G*. When Cj Ç B¡,

£ G Gf implies C¡ ' g Ç C¡ and B¡ • g n B¡ # 0, so that G* Ç G*.

Dually, the equivalence relation Ax = Ay (equivalently, B¡x = B¡y for any

i G I) induces on X a left coset decomposition, the second decomposition of X.

The cosets in that decomposition will be denoted by í^^; each Zß is con-

tained in some Yx. The common subgroup G(Zß) of G(X) will be denoted by

G2; it depends only on X and the L-class of A; furthermore G2 CGj.

We state these results and some additional properties as

Theorem 2.7 (Second Main Theorem).  There exists a subgroup G\ Ç

G* o/G%4), which depends only on A and the R-class ofX, and a subgroup

G2 Ç Gx ofG(X), which depends only on X and the L-class of A, such that the

families {Cj)ieJ, {Zß)ßeiM of orbits under G2, G2 have the following properties:

for each i E I, X G A, the sets CjZ^ with Cj C B¡, Zß Ç Yx form a partition of

B¡YX = AX n HiX into cosets; furthermore CjZß = aZß = C¡x = B¡x C\ aYK

whenever aEC-C B¡, xEZ„C Yx.¡ —    r p —    a

Proof. It is immediate that the intersection of two cosets is again a coset;

hence it follows from 2.5 that the sets Bpc <^aYx (a E B¡, x G Yx) form a parti-

tion of Bj Yx = AX n HiX into cosets. Hence it suffices to prove the last part of

the statement.

Assume aECjÇ B¡, xEZ^C Yx. We know that bYx = aYK for all b G

Cj, so that CjYx = aYK and C¡x ç B¡x n aYx. Conversely, any d E B¡x n aYx

can be written as d = bx with b G B¡; then d E bYx n aYK and, by 2.5, bYx =

aYx; therefore b G C¡ and d G C¡x.  Thus C¡x = B¡x n aYx. Dually, aZß =

BjX H aYK. If finally y G Zß, then C¡x = aZß = C}y (by the above applied to

y), and hence CjZ^ = aZß. D

The significance of this theorem is that it locates the contraction which

occurs when B¡ and YK axe multiplied, i.e. the extent to which the multiplication

&i x *\ ~*■ B¡Y\ failst0 be injective. Indeed aZ^ = bZß whenever a, b he in

the same Cf, and, since this is in turn equivalent to aX = bX, each Cy- is evidently

maximal with this property.
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3. The third and fourth main theorems.

1. The next two main theorems aim at a description of the equivalence

relation induced by the multiplication B¡ x Yx —* B¡YX (equivalently, A x X —*■

AX). This is accomplished by the fourth main theorem, which in this sense re-

fines the second main theorem. The accomplishment of this requires a careful

study of the relationship between the groups already introduced and the Schiitzen-

berger group of the P-class D that contains AX, the results of which are expressed

in the third main theorem.

Two more groups are necessary for this; they arise from yet another decom-

position of A and X, which is obtained as follows. Define an equivalence relation

= on A by a = b <=»• ax = bx (where x E X); it is clear that = does not depend

on the choice of x in X (in fact it does not depend on the choice of jc in its R-

class).   [Note that = provides a lower bound for the contraction of A x A" into

AX.]  We also see that a = b implies ua = ub for all u G T(A); hence = induces

a right coset decomposition of A, the third decomposition of A.  This third de-

composition depends only on A and the R-class of X; we denote the cosets in the

third decomposition of A by (Dk)kŒK and the common subgroup G*(Dk) of

G*(A) by G%. Since ax = bx implies aYx = bYx (where x G Yx) by 2.5, we see

that G% C G|.

Dually, there exists a subgroup G3 Ç G2 of G(X), which depends only on

X and the /.-class of A, whose corresponding left coset decomposition of X (the

third decomposition of A") is the family (Wv)vŒN of classes modulo the equiv-

alence relation = on X defined by jc = y <=> ax = ay (where a is any element of

.4). Evidently, aEDk,xEWv implies DkWv = aWv = Dkx = {ax}.

2. We now investigate the relationship between the groups G^CG^C GJ

ç G*(A), G3ÇG2CGxç G(X) and the groups G(HiX), G*(HiX). This is based

on the recognition of B¡, Cj, Dk, B¡x, Cjx and the dual sets as Bastida sets, which

yields Bastida homomorphisms. Assume x E W„ Ç Zß Ç Yx. By the first main

theorem, ax E HiX ■<=> a G B¡, so that B¡ = AA x.jj , Bpc = BA X.H   (the latter

was used in the proof of 2.5). When a G B¡, the second main theorem implies

that aECj<^axECjX = CjZ^, so that C, = AB.>x,c.Z)i, CjX = BB.tX.c.Zß,

equivalently C¡ = AB.x.aY , C-x = BB.x.aY whenever aECj Ç B¡. The similar

result for Dk is trivial since Dkx is a one-element coset, but still Dk = AB.X.D   ,

Dkx = BB.x.DkX. In each case we obtain a Bastida homomorphism y with the

associativity property yg • cx = (g • c)x, and a homomorphism 7* with the

commutation property cx • y*h = (c • h)x; we denote these homomorphisms by

yiiX: G(Bj) — GiBfc), yfc G*(Bj) -» G*(B¿x) and similarly yj>x, yf>x, yk>x,
y%x. The last two maps are trivial; by 1.3,1.4, they are all surjective.

The following result implies that only the first two maps y¡ x, yfx need be

considered:
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Lemma 3.1. For each xEX and aEDkÇCjÇ B¡, the following diagrams

{where the vertical maps are inclusions) are commutative:

G{Bj)^^G{Btx)
y*

G* = G*{Bj)-^G*{Bjx)

l.x.

Gity-^GiCjX) G* = G*{Cj) -J^*G*{CjX)

GiDkp^G{Dkx)
it*

G*3 = G*{Dk)-^G*{Dkx)

Proof. The inclusion G(Cj) C G(B¡) arises when we consider G{Cj), G{B¡)

as subgroups of G(/l): for g G G{Cj) implies g • C¡ ç C¡, g • B¡ C\B¡¥^0 and

g G G{B¡). The other inclusions arise in a similar manner.

Consider first the first diagram, and let cECj,gE G{Cj). Then also c G

Bj, g E G{Bj) and yixg • ex = ig • c)x = yjxg • ex, which implies yixg =

yJiXg- Commutativity of the bottom square is proved similarly.

If now cECj.hE G*{Cj) then similarly ex • yfxh = {c • h)x = ex • yfixh

and hence yfxA = y*xh. The last square is treated similarly. D

Since all 7, 7* maps are surjective, it follows from the lemma that

yitX{G{Cj)) = G{CjX), yitX{G{Dk)) = {1}, y*x{G*) = G*{C¡X) and yfJG*) = {1}.
In particular G| Ç Ker yfx. In fact:

Lemma 3.2. G£ = Ker yfx; hence G% < G*.

Proof. Assume 7^A = 1, where h G GJ; pick aEA. Then (a • h)x =

ax • 1 = ax; by definition of the third decomposition, a • A = a and hence

AGGf. D
The next two diagram lemmas investigate how y¡ x, yfx depend on / and x.

Lemma 3.3. IVAen x G Yx, y G Y"M, the following diagram commutes:

G{Bjx)^G{HjX)

«

aBiy)-^GiHill)

Proof.  First B¡x Ç H¡x, Bty Ç H¡M by the first main theorem, which

provides the inclusion maps in the diagram; also, x,y EX implies y = xr,x =ys
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for some r.sES1, whence B¡y = (B¡x)r and (by Green's Lemma) Hiß = HiXr,

this provides the associativity homomorphisms in the diagram (which we see are

actually isomorphisms). When m E B¡x, g G G(B¡x), then also m G HiX, g G

G(HiX), and ip*£g • mr = (g • m)r = ipg • mr, so that ipQg = ipg and the square

in our diagram commutes.   [Since the inclusions in the diagram are associativity

homomorphisms, this also follows from the composition property of these homo-

morphisms.]   Also we remember that the Bastida maps y are associativity homo-

morphisms, and hence the triangle commutes too. D

Lemma 3.4. When x E Yx the following diagram commutes for all i, j E I:

G*(BiX)-+G*(HiX)

¥¡\

G*(BjX)^G*(HjX)

Proof. Take a G B¡, ¿6S-. Since a, b E A, we have b = ra, a = sb for

some r, s ES1. Since B¡, B¡ are part of a right coset decomposition, it follows

from 1.1 (more precisely, from the dual of 1.1) that rB¡ Ç /?.; hence r(Bix) Ç

BjX, and there is an associativity homomorphism $: G*(B¡x) —► G*(BX). Apply-

ing Green's Lemma to ax, bx we obtain the other associativity homomorphism

\¡/j£. That these commute with the inclusion maps is proved as for 3.3.

Now let ft G GJ = G*(Bj) = G*(Bj). Since ft = ir*v for some v we have

ra • ft = r(a • ft). Hence

rax • y*xh = (ra • h)x = r(a • h)x = r(ax • yf>xh) = rax • ^y*xh,

which implies yjxA = tyy*x, and the triangle commutes too. D

Dually, there are similar commutative diagrams involving the commutation

maps 8aX: Gx = G(YX) —*• G(aYx) and associativity (Bastida) maps 5*x: G*(YX)

-+G*(aYx).

3. With these diagram lemmas we can now prove a weaker version of the

third and fourth main theorems. First we may observe that, when a G B¡ Ç C¡,

x G Yx Ç ZM, then 3.1, 3.2 imply 7-^GiJ = G*(Cjx) and, since yfx is surjective,

G*(CjX) =• Gl/G%. Dually, G(aZß) = G2/G3. Since Cjx = aZß by the second

main theorem, it follows that G2/G3 s G(aZß) s G*(CjX) = Gl¡G%. However,

the middle isomorphism (an e map) is not canonical. That a canonical isomor-

phism exists is part of the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.5.  There exists a canonical isomorphism 0: G2/G3 —■*■ G^G^

such that, for all g G G2, h G Gf, a G A, x E X: B(gG3) = hG% if and only if

a{g- x) = {a • h)x.

Proof. First we let a E A, x E X he fixed for the time being, say a G C

Ç Bj, xEZpCY^ and calculate

ax ' yfxh = (a • h)x,   aig • x) = a{x • g*) = ax • 8*xg*,

so that (a • A)* = a{g • x) is equivalent to yfxh = 8* xg*, for all g G G2, A G

G|. Since yfxh = yfxh' imphes h' E AG* by 3.2, there is a partial mapping

6ax: G2 -* G*IG% such that 6axg = hG% if and only if yfxh = 8*xg* (i.e.

{a • h)x = aig • jc)). Since a{G2 • x) = aZß = C-x = (a • GJ)jc by the second

main theorem, we see that 0a x is in fact defined on all of G2 (= is a mapping)

and is surjective. Furthermore it is a homomorphism, since yfx, 8*x and ex are

homomorphisms. Now 6axg = 1 E G*fG^ if and only if a{g • x) = {a • l)x =

ax, i.e. g • x = x, i.e. gEG3; thus Ker dax = G3 and 0fl x induces an isomor-

phism Qax: G2fG3 —> G*/G%. We see that

%x(gG3) = ™*3 *=* K,xZ = Ml — 7,%A

= 8*xgx<^{a'h)x = aig'x).

It remains to show that 0a x does not depend on the choice of a, x in A, X

(but only on A and X). Take another b EA, say b ECCBk (where & G 7). It

follows from 3.4 that 7^ xh = Vk\y*xh for all A G G*, and from the dual of

3.3 that 8*xg* = Vk\8*>xg* for all'g* G G*(ZM). Therefore &a¡x(gG3) = AG*,

i.e. 7,%A ='s*x¿r*, impltes 7J?(jeA = 5* xgx, i.e. ebx{gG3) = hG*. Thus 0ax

does not depend on a. The alternate definition of 0a x by (a • A)x = afj? • x) is

self-dual; hence duality implies that 0a    does not depend on x. D

Note that we have essentially reached our goal of describing when ax = by

(for a, b G A, x, y E X); we can always write b = a • A, x = g • y for some

A G G*(v4), g G G(A^; then ax = by reads a(£ • j>) = (a • A)^, and therefore

happens if and only if g E G2, A G GJ (by the second main theorem) and QigG^

= AGf, (by the above).

At the same time it is clear that the diagram lemmas above contain informa-

tion that does not appear in 3.5, regarding the relationship of Gj, G* and their

subgroups to G{HiX) and G*{HiX). Taking this into account will yield the third

main theorem, and the definitive form of the equality criterion above as fourth

main theorem.

4. In order to express these results in as simple and natural a way as pos-

sible, it is severely inconvenient to deal with the many groups G{HiX), G*{HiX),
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and wasteful as well since they all are isomorphic. However, the lack of canon-

ical isomorphisms G(HiX) s G*(HjX) renders the identification of these groups

dangerous since we might then lose the commutativity properties expressed by

our diagram lemmas. That it can be done without any loss of commutativity

properties in the diagrams is the main result of [8]. This can be stated as fol-

lows. Let D be any ß-class of S (where S is any semigroup), with R-classes

(r?f)ie/' and L-classes (Lx)xeA>; there exists a cross-section p =(p¡\) (withpa G

Hfo = R¡ D Lx) of H in D such that every diagram formed by the associativity

homomorphisms ̂ r!\ ^'* and the commutation isomorphisms eiX = ep   is commu-

tative.Equivalently one may select one group G as left Schützenberger group and

right Schützenberger group of every HiX in such a way that (g • a)r=g • ar whenever

a, arED and a R or, r(a • g)=rv £ whenever a, raED and a Lra,andg'p¡x = p¡x'g

for all i, X [i.e. so that all i/ri\ <//?£ and e^ (relative to the given cross-section) are the

identity on G]. The cross-section p is a coherence basis and can always be se-

lected as follows: pick any 1 G /, 1 G A; pick all piX, pxx arbitrarily (in their

ff-classes); then piX = u¡pxx, pxx = Pxxvx fot some u¡, vx E S1 and for i, X # 1

one may choose piX = uipxxvx.

We shall apply this result to the P-class D of S which contains AX and as-

sume then that G(HiX) = G = G*(HÍX) as above for all i G /', X G A', in partic-

ular for all i G /, X G A (we may assume / Ç /', A ç A'). The choice of a co-

herence basis must be done carefully, and in what follows we choose p according

to the following recipe:

Lemma 3.6. Let (aj)mi, {x\\^\ °e cross-sections of the first decomposi-

tions of A and X.  There exists a coherence basis ofD such that piX = a¡xx for

all i EI, XG A.

Proof. Pick 1 G 7, 1 G A and select pxx = axxx, piX = a^for all /' G AL

piX E Hlx for all i G l'M,pxx = axxx for all X G A\l, pxx G #xx for all XG

A'\A. Since a¡xx E HiX for all i G I, X G A, this selects a cross-section of H in

Rx U L x. When / =?= 1, let u¡ E S1 be such that u¡ax = af if i G /, u¡px x = piX

if i E I'\I; when X ¥= 1 let vx E S1 be such that xxvx =xxif\EA, pxxvx = pxx

if X G A'\A. We see that in fact piX = u¡px x, px x = px x vx for all i, X + 1 ; hence

we obtain a coherence basis if we complete p by piX = u¡pxxvx for all i, X # 1.

When i G /, X G A, this yields pix = a¡xx. D

We note that this choice of a coherence basis depends on A and Y and not

just on D; if two other H-classes A', X' multiply into D, study of then product

may require a different coherence basis for D (and hence a different common

group G(HiX) - G*(HiX), which e.g. may differ from G by a nontrivial action-

preserving automorphism).
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5. Once our group G (with his actions) has been selected, we obtain homo-

morphisms yfx = y*xx- G* —*■ G, 8iX = 8a.x: Gx —> G.  The next result shows

that these are canonical homomorphisms (i.e. depend only on A, X and the cross-

sections in A, X which determine the coherence basis necessary for the choice

ofG).

Lemma 3.7. yfx and 8jX do not depend on i nor X.

Proof. Lemma 3.4 shows that yfx does not depend on / (as <//$ is now

the identity on G). To show that it does not depend on X we use the calculation

properties of G and its actions, and the following remarks. First,

Ptk ' y*kh = ai*\ • yf\h = (ft ' h>\ = (*"' ' «fa = 7f\Aa/ • a¡xx,

where y¡x = y¡iXX- Second, it follows from 3.3 that yiX = yiß for all X, p G A.

Taking any X, u G A we observe that xß = xxu for some u G Sx so that piß =

p¡xu R piX and hence

Piu'g = g' P/u = g • PiX» = ig ' PiX)u = {piX • g)u

for all g E G; therefore

Pia ' 7fífi - (Pík ' yf\h> = (7,XA8' • a¡xx)u

= yiXhai • a¡xxu   (since a¡xxu R a¡xx)

= y. h '' ' a-x   = D-   ' y* h
•ill'1 ulAll       riß       ¡iß"

for ail h G G*. Therefore yfx - yf . Dually, 8iX does not depend on i nor on

X. D

The canonical homomorphisms T: G* —> G, A: Gx —► G are defined by

T = yfx, A = 8iX for any / G /, X G A. Their basic properties are expressed by

the third main theorem:

Theorem 3.8 (Third Main Theorem). There exist canonical homomor-

phisms T: G\ —► G, A: Gj —► G, such that Ker T ç G*, Ker A ç G2 and

TG* = AG2=rGj*nAGj.

Proof.  By 3.2, Ker T = G% Ç Gf and dually Ker A = G3 Ç G2. Picking

any / G I, X G A, we have TG| • a¡xx = a¡xx • rG| = {a¡ • G%)xx = C¡xx,

where a¡ G C;-, and dually AG2 • a¡xx = a^^, where xx G Zß; hence the second

main theorem implies CjXx — atZß and rG| = AG2. Finally, assume Th = Ag,

where h G GJ, gEGx. Then (a¡ • h)xx = a¡xx • TA = TA • a^ = A¿* • a¡xx

= a,(g • xx); by the remarks following 3.5 we conclude A G G*, gEG2; thus

TGJ n AGj Ç TGJ = AG2 ; the converse inclusion is trivial. D
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The last part of the proof shows that TA = Ag if and only if (a¡ • h)xx =

a¡(g • xx) (for any /, X); hence, by 3.5, if and only if ®{gG3) = AGJ, if and only

if (a • h)x = a(g • x) for any a, x. A more general calculation shows

(a, • h){g ' xx) = (at ' hXxxu) = ((a¡ • h)xx)u = (TA • a¡xx)u

= TA • a¡xxu = TA • a¡{g • xx) = TA • Ag • a¡xx

for ail A G GJ, gEGx. We incorporate this to part of 3.5 to obtain

Theorem 3.9 (Fourth Main Theorem). Let a, bEA,x,y EX, so that

b = a • A, x = g • y for some unique A G G*(/l), g G G^T). Then ax = by if

and only ifhEG%,gE G2 and TA = Ag.  Furthermore (a¡ • AXif • xx) =

Th ' Ag- a^/oraff/G/, XGA,AGGj*,£GGj. D

The mathematical object consisting of the groups G, G| Ç GJ Ç G*(A),

(*2 - &i ^ G(X) and homomorphisms T: GJ —» G, A: Gx —*■ G is the group

model of the product of the H-classes A and X.  The basic group-theoretical

properties of the group model are given by the third main theorem; the fifth

main theorem will show that no additional properties can be found in general.

The main theorems show that much of the information obtained on the

product AX can be expressed solely in terms of the group model. The first main

theorem readily yields a bijection of I to the set of right cosets of GJ in G*{A);

thus the index of GJ in G*(A) yields the number of R-classes among which AX

is spread. The fourth main theorem shows that the multiplication B¡ x Yx —►

H¡x can be described by the composite G* x Gx —► G of T, A and the multi-

plication in G, up to the bijections A |—► a¡ • A, g (—+ g • xx, g |—»■ g • a¡xx of

G*, Gj, G upon B¡, Yx, HiX respectively.

6. The first two main theorems included statements that G*. G* (Gx, G2)

depend only on A and the R-class of X (on X and the /.-class of A). It is not

easy to complete the other two main theorems with similar statements. Basically,

a change of A ox X inside its L- or R-class necessarily modifies the coherence

basis that was used in the selection of G and the description of T, A; it is con-

ceivable that if two choices are made for A, X, the coherence bases used will not

agree on the H-classes that meet both AXXX and A2X2, either by lack of further

coherence or simply because AXXX n A2X2 = 0. Either phenomenon is still

something of a mystery to the author, and does not seem to have been explored

by anybody else.

A much simpler difficulty is that the groups G*(AX), G*(A2) axe techni-

cally different. This is much easier to surmount, since the two groups can be

identified through the associativity isomorphism \jj ox by using the Hunter-Ander-

son presentation for both. It is not too difficult to see that all our groups GJ
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etc. then depend only on the /.-class of A and the R-class of A!"; the same is true

of the isomorphism 0 in 3.5, essentially because we only used x R y in the proof

of 3.3 and a L b in that of 3.4. This achieves for the weaker version 3.5 what

could not be obtained for the third and fourth main theorems.

4. Group actions.

1. In this section we give an alternate description of AX, achieved by means

of actions of G(A), G*(X) on the union A D X of all ff-classes which intersect

AX (dl Ho).
First we construct a left action of G(A) on AS1. When u E T(A), uA Ç A

implies uAS1 Ç AS1 ; furthermore it(u) = ir{v) implies ua = va for all a G A and

hence urn = vm for all m E AS1. Therefore a left action ° of G(A) on AS1 is

well defined by: g° as = uas = (g • a)s whenever g = 7t(u) E G(A), u E T(A),

s ES1. Dually, a right action ° of G*(X) on S*Xis well defined by: sx ° A =

sxu = s(x • A) for all ft = n*(u) E G*(X), xEX, sES1. Each is clearly a group

action, though not in general simple nor transitive.

Proposition 4.1. 77ie actions of G(A), G*(X) on AS1, S1X induce com-

muting actions on AX. Furthermore, in AX, each orbit under G(A) intersects

every orbit under G*{X).

Proof.  Take a G A, x G X, g = n(u) E G(A), A = it*(v) E G*(X). Then

g ° ax = (g • a)xE AX.  Dually, ax ° A G AX.  Also, (g ° ax) ° A = (u(ax)) ° ft

= (u(ax))v = u((ax)v) = g ° (ax ° ft), so the induced actions commute. We see

that G(A) • ax = (G(A) • a)x = Ax, ax • G*(X) = aX; it is clear that each Ax

intersects every aX (both contain ax). O

Proposition 4.2. The actions of G(A) and G*(X) on AX induce a tran-

sitive left action ofG(A) on I and a transitive right action ofG*(X) on A, such

that g°(AXn Rj) = AXCt Rgo¡, (AX C\Lx)°h=AXC\ LXoft and

go{AXnHiX)°h = AXnHgoiXoh

for alliEI,\EA,gE G(A), ft G G*(X).

Proof. Take any m, nE AX, g E G(A). Since R is a left congruence,

m R n implies g ° mRg ° n. Hence, for each i, g ° (AX n Rj) Ç AX is con-

tained into one R-class which also intersects AX. Thus g ° i GI is well defined

by g ° (AX n Rj) Ç AX n R   ¡. This clearly defines a group action. To show

transitivity, take any i, / G /.  There exist a, b E A, x, y E X with ax E R.,

by E Rj\ also, b = g • a for some g E G(A). Then ay E R¡ since R is a left con-

gruence, and g ° ay — by, so that g ° (AX n Rj) intersects R¡; this implies / =

g° i.   Finally, if « G AX n Rgo¡, then m=g-1 ° n E AX n R., and n = g ° m,

which shows g ° (AX n Rj) = AX n R   ..
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Dually, there is a transitive right action of G*{X) on A such that {AX n 1^)

°h=AXn LXon. It is immediate that g ° {AX n H¡x) °hCAXn Hgo¡Xoh;

equality is proved as above. D

This result provides another proof of the fact that every HiX intersects AX.

Indeed, for any /', X, we know that Lx intersects AX and hence some HjX inter-

sects AX; since i = g° j for some g E G{A) it follows that AX C\H¡x=g °

{AXnHjX)±0.

2. We now let A DX be the union of all HiX {ah H-classes which intersect

AX).

Proposition 4.3. The actions of G{A), G*{X) on AS1, SXX induce com-

muting actions on AUX, such that g° HiX° A = HgoiXoh for all iEI.XEA,

gEG(A),hEG*(X).

Proof. First note that A U X ç AS1 n SXX. Take g = n(u) E G(A),

m G HiX; then m = axv for some a G A, x G X, v E T*(HiX). We have g ° ax G

HjX, where / = g ° i, by 4.2; since Htx, H¡x lie in the same Í.-class, we have

T*(HiX) = T*(HjX) and hence g°m = uaxv = (g° ax)v E HjX. Thus AUX

admits the action of G(A). We have also shown that g ° HiX Ç HgoiX and as

above the equality holds. Dually, A D X also admits the action of G*(X) and

HiX ° h=HiXoft for all A G G*(X). The fact that the two actions commute is

proved as for 4.1 and the last part of the statement is then immediate. D

3. In comparing the four main theorems with the results of this section, we

see that the former are directed towards the fine structure of the map Ax X —►

AX, whereas the latter give more global views of AX. For instance, when the ac-

tions of G(A), G*(X) on A D X axe known, one product ax determines all the others,

through ig ' a)(x • h) = g°ax°h. This is simpler than the corresponding part of

the fourth main theorem, where we had to know all products a¡xx. The basic cells

Ax n aX of AX also arise as {G{A) ° ax) n (ax ° G*(X)).

The approach in this section is also in some respects more natural; neverthe-

less it is necessarily limited in depth since all three decompositions of A which are

basic for our main theorems are right coset decompositions, but not in general left

coset decompositions, and hence must be expressed in terms of the action of G%4),

not G(A): the choice of G(A), G*(X) seems more natural at first, but it is still the

wrong choice.

5. An example, and the fifth main theorem.

1. In this section we start with groups G, CÇBÇ A,Z Ç Y Ç X and

homomorphisms 7: F —► G, 5 : Y —► G with the basic properties stated in the

third main theorem: Ker 7 Ç C, Ker 5 Ç Z, yC = 8Z = yB n 8 Y.   From this

we build a semigroup in which the group model of the product of two H-classes
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consists, up to isomorphism, of the given groups and homomorphisms. This semi-

group has A and X as maximal subgroups, and the products AX fall within a

rectangular group built from the group G.  Its construction is rather complicated

and will be done in several steps.

2. The basic construction process we use, and the proof of associativity,

can be stated in a somewhat more general situation as follows.

Lemma 5.1. Let A, X, S be pairwise disjoint semigroups and A x X —► S,

A xS—+S,SxX—+Sbe given "multiplications" {denoted by juxtaposition).

Let P be the disjoint union A U S U X together with the obvious partial multi-

plication of domain

{A x A) U (S x S) U (X x X) U {A x X) U {A x S) U (S x X).

Then P is embeddable into a semigroup if and only if

(1) a(br) - (ab)r,

(2) a(rs) = (af)s,

(3) (rx)y = r(xy),

(4) (rs)x = r(sx),

(5) a(bx) = (ab)x,

(6) (ax)y = a(xy),

(7) a{rx) = {ar)x

hold for all a, b E A, r, s G S, x, y G X. In this case P is a partial subsemigroup

of the semigroup T obtained as follows. As a set, T is the disjoint union A U S

U X U (X x S) U (S x A) U (X x A) U (X x S x A).  The multiplication * in

T is given by the table below, in which the elements of X x S, S x A, X x A

and X x S x A are denoted by (x, r], [r, a), (x, a) and (x, r, a) respectively.

Proof. It suffices to show that (T, *) is a semigroup when (1) to (7) hold.

For this we use Light's associativity test, noting that T is generated by P, so that

it suffices to test the elements of A U S U X; since A and X play dual roles

throughout, it actually suffices to test the elements of A U S.

The peculiar notation and arrangement of elements in the table was adopted

to simplify this task. The three different kinds of ordered pairs in 7 are differ-

entiated by the notation. We also see that the last three columns in the table

arise from the second, third and fourth columns by the row-by-row adjunction

of , b) to each entry. The last three columns can therefore be disregarded when

performing Light's test. Similarly, only the first four rows need be considered,

since the last three rows arise from the previous three by the adjunction of (x,

to each entry.

Performing Light's test for any c E A, t E S then yields the following 4x4

tables.
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X

r

a

[r,a)

(x,r]

{x,a)

ix, r, a)

ix,b)

M)
ab

[r, ab)

ix, r, b)

ix, ab)

{x,s]

rs

as {ES)

r{as)

{x,rs]

ix, as]

{x, r, ab)   {x, r{as)]

xy

ry {ES)

ay {ES)

Hay)

(x,ry]

ix.ay]

ix, r(ay)]

(y,s]

(xy, s]

(ry)s

(ay)s

r(ay)s

ix, iry)s]

ix, iay)s]

(x, r(ay)s]

M) (y,b) (y, s, b)

x

r

a

M)
(vl
(x,a]

{x, r, a)

{x, s, b)

[rs, b)

[as, b)

[ri<ts),b)

{x, rs, b)

{x, as, b)

ixy, b)

Vy.b)

[ay,b)

Hay), b)

{x, ry, b)

ix, ay, b)

{xy, s, b)

[Qy)s,b)

[iay)s, b)

[r(ay)s, b)

(x, (ry)s, b)

(x, (ay)s, b)

(x, Has), b)     {x, Hay), b)    (x, r(ay)s, b)

©

(x, c)

[r.c)

ac

[r, ac)

{x, cb) {x, cs] {x, cy] {x, (cy)s]

[r, cb) r(cs) r(cy) r(cy)s

acb (ac)s {ac)y {{ac)y)s

[r, acb) r{{ac)s) r{{ac)y) r((ac)y)s

© cb cs cy (cy)s

(x, cb)

[r, cb)

acb

[r, acb)

{x, cs]

r{cs)

a(cs)

r(a(cs))

(x,cy]

r(cy)

a(cy)

r(a(cy))

(x, icy)s]

r(cy)s

a((cy)s)

r(a((cy)s))
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©

ix,t]

rt

at

rißt)

{x, t, b)

[rt.b)

[at, b)

Mat), b)

(x, is]

rts

(ft)'

r{at)s

ix,ty]

{rt)y

{at)y

ir{at))y

ix, ity)s]

iirt)y)s

{{at)y)s

iir{at))y)s

© [t,b) ts ty {ty)s

(x, t, b)

[rt, b)

[at, b)

Hat), b)

(x, ts]

rts

a{ts)

r{a{ts))

ix,ty]

r(ty)

a{ty)

r{a{ty))

(x, {ty)s]

r{ty)s

a((ty)s)

r{a{{ty)s))

To see that the tables agree as they should, we derive the following con-

sequences of (1) through (7).  For all a, c G A, r, s, t G S, y G X:
(8) ((ac)y)s = (a(cy))s - a((cy)s) by (5), (2),

(9) ((at)y)s = (a(ty))s = a((ty)s) by (7), (2),

(10) (r(at))y = r((at)y) = r(a{ty)) by (4), (7),

(11) {(Kat))y)s m r(a(ty))s = r(a((ty)s)) by (10), (9).

Inspection reveals that the two tables of c agree by (1), (5), (8), and those of í

agree by (4), (2), (7), (9), (10), (11). □

3. By this lemma, the construction of our semigroup is reduced to the

choice of S and of suitable multiplications A x X —*■ S, A x S —► S, S x X —►

X.  To construct the latter we first need to extend the homomorphisms y: B —*■

G and 8: Y —* G to mappings a: A —> G, ß: X —*■ G having certain multiplica-

tive properties.

First we select, once and for all, one element in each right coset of F in A;

we write all these elements as a family {d¡)i&¡; the family of all right cosets of B

in A is then {d¡B)ieI. Also, F is a right coset of itself; we denote the correspond-

ing element of I by 1 and further assume dx = 1 G A.  A left action of A on the

set / is then well defined by daiB = ad¡B; and it is a transitive action (if i, / G /,

then a = djdf1 satisfies ai = /). Note that aB = adxB = dalB; in particular,

F = {a G A; al « 1}; also d,l = i for ah i El.

For any a G A, aB = daXB implies d~xxa G F and we define aa EG by

«« = 7{da~ia)-

Lemma 5.2. For all i GI, a, c G A, b E B the following hold: (a) otb = yb;

(b) (xd¡ = 1; (c) a{ab) = a(a)a(b); (d) a(ac) = a(adcl)a(c); (e) a(acd¡) =

a(adcl)a(cd¡).
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Proof.   First, b\ = 1, so that d~¿xb = b, whereas djl = i, so that

d~¡\d¡ = 1; therefore (a), (b) hold. Next, dcXl = cl, so that adcXl = acl  (El);

hence d~c\ac = djj   xadcXdJxc; hence (d) follows, since 7 is a homomorphism.

If c = b G B then dcX = 1, so that (c) follows from (d); finally, (e) follows from

(d) since cd A = a.  D

Dually, let A index the left cosets of Y in X, with 1 corresponding to Y

itself; select wx in the left coset corresponding to X (which can then be written

as Ywx) with wx = I EX.  Then a transitive right action of X on A is well de-

fined by YwXx = Ywxx, and satisfies Y = {x E X; Ix = 1} and lwx = X. A

mapping ß: X —► G is well defined by ßx = 8(xwJ1); its multiplicative proper-

ties are given by

Lemma 5.2*. For all X G A, x, z E X, y E Y the following hold: (a) ßy =

ty, (b) ßwx = l; (c) 00«) = ß(y)ß(x); (d) ß(xz) = ß(x)ß(wXxz); (e) ß(wxxz) =

ß(wxx)ß(wXxz). D

Finally, note that aA = ctB = yB, ßX = ßY = 5 Y and hence aC = |3Z =

aADßX.

4. We can now construct our semigroup. With A and X as before, we let

R be the rectangular group I' x G x A', where /' is any set containing / (such

as / itself) and A' is any set that contains A; then S is R with a zero adjoined.

Recall that the multiplication in R is given by (i, g, X)(/, ft, jit) = (i, gh, p.). The

multiplications A x X—*S,A xS—*S,SxX—*-Saie given for all a G A,

xEX,iEl',gEG,\EA' by:

ax = (al, a(a)ß(x), lx) G R,

«"■'Mo iflG/V,

°'*'X)*-to ifXGA'\A,

aO = Ox = 0.

Lemma 5.3. Conditions (1) io (7) of Lemma 5.1 hold for all a.bEA, r,

s, t E S, x, y E X in the above.

Proof.   By duality it suffices to verify (1), (2), (5), (7). Take a, b E A,

rES.  That a(br) = (ab)r is trivial if r = 0 and if r = (/, g, X) with ig/.  If

r = (i> g> X) and 1 G /, we calculate

a(b{i, g, X)) = a(bi, a(bdj)g, X) = («W, a(adbj)a(bdj)g, X)

= (aW, a(abdj)g, X) = (aft)(i, & X),
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by 5.2 (e). This proves (1). The verification of (2), (5), (7) is similar and is

left to the reader; 5.2 (d) is used to prove (5), but the other proofs do not de-

pend on Lemma 5.2. D

It follows from 5.1, 5.3 that:

Theorem 5.4. With the notation as above, there exists a semigroup T

containing A and X as maximal subgroups and Rasa subsemigroup, in which A

and X multiply according to ax = (al, a(a)]3(x), lx). D

5. We now let 7" be the semigroup given by 5.4 (more precisely, by 5.1 and

the above), and find the group model of the product of the H-classes A and X

in T.

First we note that F is regular and hence the Green's relations L, R, H of

T, restricted to F, yield precisely the corresponding Green's relations of F. In

particular, HiX = {{i, g, X); g E G} is an H-class of T for each / G 7', X G A'.

[This can also be seen directly.]   Clearly an H-class of T intersects AX if and

only if it is an HiX with / G 7, X G A. Therefore 7, A have the same meaning as

in §§2,3. Furthermore we may take G*{A) = A, G(X) = X, with the obvious

actions on A and X.

Take i G 7, X G A. When a G A, x G X we see that ax G H¡x if and only

if al = /', lx = X; since aB = daXB and dually, this is equivalent to a G d¡B,

x G Ywx. Therefore B¡ = d¡B, Yx = Ywx. In particular, GJ = G*(d¡B) = F

ç A and Gj = Y.

We now describe the second decomposition of A, which we recall was in-

troduced through the equivalence relation a ~ b <=* aYx = bYx, where X G A

is arbitrary. By 2.5, aYx = bYx is equivalent to aYx n bYx ¥= 0; hence we may

pick any x G Yx, for instance wx, and a ~ b •*=> bwx E aYx. When this holds,

a, b lie in the same B¡ and therefore b = ac for some cEB.  Conversely, assume

a, b EA and b = ac for some cEB. We find bwx = (acl,a(ac)ß(wx), lwx) =

(al, a(a)a{c), X), by 5.2 (c), 5.2* (b). Hence bwx E aYx is successively equiv-

alent to: bwx = ax for some x EYX = Ywx; bwx = aywx for some y EY;

{al, c<a)c<c), X) = (al, a{a)ß{ywx), lywx) = (al, a{a)ßiy), X) for some y G Y,

by 5.2* (c), 5.2* (b); a(c) = ß{y) for some y G Y; yc G 8 Y; yc G 7F n 5 Y =

7C; and c G C (since Ker 7 Ç C). It follows from this that a • G| = aC and

hence Gf = C. Dually G2 = Z.

It now remains to determine the homomorphisms T, A in the group model

of A times X, and their codomain. The first step of this is to select a represen-

tative element in eachF,- and Yx. We saw that B¡ = d¡B, Yx = Ywx and hence

may select d¡ G B¡, wx G Yx as representative elements. It follows from 5.2 (b)

and its dual that this yields piX = dtwx = (/', 1, X). We know that the P-class

which contains AX has a coherence basis which includes all piX above (Lemma 36).
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We now show that G can serve as single Schützenberger group of that P-class.

First we note that G already acts, on the right and on the left, on A D X, by g •

(i, A, X) = (i, gh, X),(z, ft, X) • g = (/', hg, X); it is immediate that these actions satisfy

all that one demands of a single Schützenberger group, including g • piX = piX • g,

(g' r)s = g ' rs when r R rs, t(r • g) = tr • g when r L tr, as long as i E I, X G A

and r, rs, tr E A D X.  We use this in showing that G will actually serve as well

for the whole P-class. [One can also go back to §3 and argue that the group G

there is only used for his actions on A D X and hence does not need to serve

for the whole P-class. However, the main theorems do read better without this

restriction on G]   Let H he the group denoted by G in §3; in particular, H acts

simply and transitively on each HiX, on the right and on the left, and the three

properties mentioned above for G also hold for H.  Since both G and H serve as

G(HXX) they must be isomorphic; more precisely, an isomorphism t: H —*■ G is

well defined by tA • pxx = A • pxx. We see that i also preserves the left actions

of G, H on pxx; it also preserves then right actions on pxx, since g • pxx =pxx • g,

A • pxx = pxx • A for all g E G, A G H.   Since G = H we can use G as a single

Schützenberger group of D; but its actions on D must then be redefined by g ° r

= ft • r, r ° g = r • h whenever rED and g = ift.  Hence we now must show that

these new actions coincide with the existing actions as long as we stay within

A D X.  We have seen that this is already true on pxx. If r E HiX, then r = upxx

for some uES1, since r L pxx, and hence

r og=r • ft = upxx • ft = u(pxx 'h) = u(pxx -g) = upxx -g = r • g

since upxx L pxx, whenever g = ift; hence the two right actions of G on HiX

agree.  If now r G HiX, then r = pfXu R plx fot some u G S1 and hence

g°r=h'r = h-piXv = (h-piX)v = (pix -h)v = (piX -g)v

= fe * P/i)" = S • Pnv = g • r

whenever g = tA, i.e. the two left actions of G on HiX coincide. By duality the

right actions coincide also.

Thus we can use G as Schützenberger group of D and, more important,

have simple descriptions of its actions on A D X.  We can now calculate r: B —>

G and A: Y—* G. We remember that {a¡ • h)xx = a¡xx • Tft for all ft G G\,

where i G /, X G A are arbitrary (in the notation of §3); in the present notation,

this reads: (d.b)wx = piX • Tb = (i, Yb, X), for all A GB.   At the same time,

(d¡b)wx = (i, yb, X), since d¡bl = djl = i, o.(d¡b) = y(dâ}oXdjb) = yb by defini-

tion of a and lwx = X. Therefore T = 7. Dually A = 5.

Thus we have proved
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Theorem 5.5 (Fifth Main Theorem).   The groups G, CÇB ÇA, Z Ç

Y Ç X and homomorphisms y: B —*■ G, 8 : Y —*■ G constitute {up to isomorphism)

the group model of the product of two H-classes in some semigroup if and only

ifKexyÇC.KexS ÇZandyC = 8Z = yBn8Y.  D

6. The fifth main theorem is the converse of the third. As a first applica-

tion, it yields a partial converse to the weaker result 3.5.

Corollary 5.6. The groups CÇBCA,ZC YÇXare part of the

group model of the product of two H-classes in some semigroup if and only if

there exist normal subgroups DÇCofBandWÇZofY such that CfD s Z/W.

Proof. This condition is necessary by 3.5. For the converse we note that

the groups B/D, Y/W contain isomorphic subgroups C/D, Z/W and hence can be

embedded into their free product G amalgamating these subgroups. Then the

obvious homomorphisms y: B —+ B/D —► G, 8: Y—+ Y/W —* G satisfy the con-

ditions of the fifth main theorem. D

We can also use the fifth main theorem to answer (negatively) some questions

which have or may have arisen earlier. Most importantly, we can now show that

the three decompositions of A may all fail to be left coset decompositions: it suf-

fices to take D ÇCÇBÇA with D normal in F but neither B, C, D normal in

A (e.g. F = C a subgroup of order 4 in the simple group As) and complete with

W= {1}, Z=Y = X= C/D, so that the condition in 5.6 is satisfied.

We can also show that the sets B¡YX axe usually not cosets. Let G be a

group containing disjoint subgroups B, F whose product F Y is not a subgroup

(e.g. G = S3, with B, Y generated by distinct transpositions); complete with C =

Z = {1}, A= B, X = Y and the inclusion mappings, so that the conditions in

5.5 are satisfied. Using the same semigroup as before, we findF,!^ = {{d¡b)iywx);

b E B, y G Y] - {(/, by, \);b EB, y EY} = BY • piX. If BtYx were a coset

then its left Schiitzenberger group (in G = G{HiX)) would be BY, which is impos-

sible.

7. In our semigroup we were careful to take the sets 7\7 and A'\A arbitrary;

thus our example shows that the number of R-classes of D which do not intersect

AX can be arbitrarily large (and similarly for L-classes). However the reader will

easily see that D is greater than F, so that the example does not show these two

numbers can also be arbitrarily small.

This can be remedied by a much simpler example. Let A, X be any group,

7 be any set on which A acts transitively on the left and A be any set on which

X acts transitively on the right. Pick 1 G 7, 1 G A and let I', A' be any sets such

that 7 Ç /, A Ç A'. Let F = 7 x A Ç 7' x A' = F' be rectangular bands (with

multiplication (/, X)(/, p.) = (i, p)) and S = A U X U F' together with the multi-

plication:
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b y (j, u)

a   ab       (al, ly)     (aj, u)

x    (1,1)  xy (l,u)

{i,\)   (i,l)    Q,Xy)       (i.ju)

where the actions of A, X on /, A have been extended to /', A' in an arbitrary

fashion (e.g. having A act trivially on I'M and dually). Associativity is immediate.

We see that the H-classes which intersect AX ate all (i, X) with iEAl = I, X G

IX = A and therefore the number of R-classes of D (= R') that do not inter-

sect AX is any cardinal number, and similarly for /.-classes.

The group model in the above is highly simple. The author could not find

an example which would show the same as the above and would have an arbitrary

group model. It is conceivable that this is due to more than technical difficulties.

6. The finite case. We now keep the notation in §§2, 3 and assume that

A and X are finite (e.g. that S is finite). In what follows we let m = |/| be the

number of elements of / (the number of R-classes which intersect AX) and n =

I A|. Let also m be the number of distinct sets dYx contained in B¡YX and n

be the number of distinct sets B¡x contained in BjYx; it follows from 2.5 that

there are m'n sets aYx n B¡x in B¡ Yx; we put r = \aYx n B¡x\.

Proposition 6.1. m divides \A\ and n divides \X\. The numbers m',n',r

do not depend on a, x, i, X, and m divides \A\/m, n' divides \X\/n, m'r and n'r

divide \G\. Finally \BfYjJ = m n'r and \AX\ = mnm'n'r.

Proof. By the first main theorem, |/| is the index of G\* in G*(A) and

hence divides |G%4)| = L4|; dually, |A| divides \X\. The definition of the sec-

ond decomposition of A (via 2.6) shows that m is the index of G* in Gf, and

hence does not depend on a, X and divides \G\\ = \G*(A)\/m; dually, n does

not depend on x, i and divides \X\/n. The sets B¡x ate, by 2.5, part of a left

coset decomposition of H¡x and hence all have the same number of elements;

similarly, the sets aYx n B¡x form a right coset decomposition of B¡x and hence

all have the same number of elements, namely r = I^jcI/im'; therefore r does

not depend on a, jc, i, X. This also shows \B¡x\ = m'r and the last two equalities

in the statement are then immediate. D

Finally let |G|| = m", \G3\ = n.

Proposition 6.2. \A\ = mm'm"r, \X\ = nn'nr, so that \AX\ divides

\A\ \X\, with \A\ \X\/\AX\ = m"nr.

Proof. Since each map yfx is surjective, it follows from 3.2 that r =

\aYx n B.x\ = \G*(aYx n B¡x)\ = |G*|/|G*|; hence |G|| = m"r and \A \ =
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\G*\m'm = mm'm'r.   Dually, |X| = nn'n'r.   Thus, \A\ \X\ = mm'm'nnn'r2 is

a multiple of \AX\ - mm'nn'r, with the quotient as indicated. D [In fact it is

easy to derive from 3.5 that all classes modulo the equivalence relation induced

by A x X —► AX have the same number of elements m"n"r.]

Proposition 6.3.  The numbers r, m, m', m", n, n', n" can be any seven

positive integers.

Proof. For any given r, m, m', m", n, n, n", let

C - Z(r) © Z(m"),   B = C® Z(m),   A=B® Z(m),

Z = l(r) © l(n"),    Y = Z® Z(n),    X = Y © Z(n).

It is clear from 5.6 that C Ç B ÇA and Z Ç YÇ Xaxe part of the group model of

some semigroup. D [It is of interest that this semigroup can be chosen of finite

orders.  In the proof of 5.6, we may use a pushout construction in the category

of abelian groups, rather than in that of all groups, in order to produce G; then

G is finite. The semigroup provided by 5.4 is also finite if we choose I', A'

finite.]

It follows from 6.3 that the divisibility relationships expressed, directly or

indirectly, by 6.1, 6.2, are the most general that occur in general.
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